Brody School of Medicine: Emergency Medicine Interest Group

Interest group focused on building awareness of Emergency Medicine.

**WHAT WE OFFER:**

**EMS Medical Director Ride-alongs:** Ride along with physicians as they respond to only the highest acuity EMS calls!

**Suturing Lab:** Hands-on instruction as resident and attending EM physicians teach students the most commonly utilized suturing techniques. (11/2 @ 11 & 12)

**EMIG Day of Service:** Join EMIG and fulfill your service requirement as we partner with ServeGreenville and help clean up the Tar River! (9/23 @ 9a)

**Helicopter MEDEVAC Simulator:** Come experience the thrill of providing military medicine in the back of ECU’s Osprey Helicopter Simulator. (11/10 @ 12)

**Disaster Day:** Join Brody’s largest simulated medical event as we spend a morning practicing mass trauma response and test your mettle! (1/20/18 @ 9)

**EMIG Introductory Meeting:** Learn about Emergency Medicine with our Dr. Cassandra Bradby and learn about other EMIG events including ultrasound training, EKG night, rural EMS talks and more! (9/19 @ 12 in 2N-86)

**JOIN EMIG:** Join EMIG via our Orgsync webpage! Sign-ups for all events located on Orgsync. Spots are limited. Priority goes to due paying members ($10 – Venmo: @Jessica-stockinger).